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1. INTRODUCTION

and

the

numerical

forecast

based

on

a

Non-hydrostatic Model (NHM) (Fig.1).
Nowcasting of mesoscale rainstorm systems
largely relies on advection techniques such as linear
extrapolation of the existing radar echoes.

When

the rainstorm movement is erratic or when the echoes
develop or dissipiate rapidly, advection methods are
less reliable and more sophisticated forecasting
techniques

such

as

high

resolution

Numerical

Weather Prediction (NWP) models are required,
especially in the forecast range beyond 2-3 hours.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the basic
components of RAPIDS.

Many NWP models themselves suffer from the

Each of the components independently produces

intrinsic

“spin-up’’ problem, hence limiting the

Quantitative Precipitation Forecast (QPF) over a

reliability of numerical prognoses in the first couple of

domain of about 200 x 200 km covering Hong Kong

hours.

To achieve an optimal performance in the 1

and the neighbouring areas. The SWIRLS and NHM

to 6 hours range, one approach is to “blend“ the

QPFs are then blended together to obtain a combined

extrapolation forecasts with NWP forecasts (Doswell

RAPIDS QPF for the next 6 hours as follows:

2

1986).
Rc = w1*Re + w2*Rm

(1)

The Hong Kong Observatory has adopted such
an approach and developed a rainstorm nowcasting

where Rc is the RAPIDS QPF; Re and Rm are

system called RAPIDS (Rainstorm Analysis and

respectively the rainfall forecasts by SWIRLS and

Prediction Integrated Data-processing System).

NHM; w1 (=1- w2) and w2, both functions of time, are

This

paper describes the basic design of RAPIDS and

the

provides some examples on its performance in heavy

dynamically (Sec.3.2).

rain situations.

hourly.

2.

has

two

weighting

factors

to

be

determined

RAPIDS forecast is updated

2.1 The SWIRLS Component

RAPIDS DESIGN
RAPIDS

two

components,

namely

the

SWIRLS (Short-range Warning of Intense Rainstorms
in Localized Systems) (Li and Lai 2004) forecast
which is based on linear extrapolation of radar echoes

SWIRLS is a radar-based nowcasting system in
operation since 1998.

In SWIRLS, the movement

vectors of radar reflectivty images at 6-min interval
are determined by the TREC (Tracking Radar Echoes
by Correlations) technique (Tuttle and Foote 1990).
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The radar echoes are then advected along the TREC
vectors using a modified Semi-Lagrangain Advection
Scheme (SLAS).

Robert’s 3-step iterative, bi-cubic

interpolation integration scheme (Robert 1982) with
flux limiters are employed in SLAS (Bermejo 1992).

No conservative constraint is imposed, leaving rooms

Global

for the algorithm to take into account echo intensity

first-guess or background for analysis in HKO-LAPS is

development.

taken

The forecast reflectivity fields are then

rendered into surface rainfall amounts, re-calibrated
b

Positioning
from

the

System (GPS)
20-km

ORSM

data.
to

The
produce

3-dimensional fields on 37 constant pressure levels.

through a dynamic Z=aR correlation analysis using

Through the use of moisture contents from LAPS,

real-time rain-gauge data.

improvement in the precipitation forecasts in the first

Operational experience in

the Hong Kong Observatory in the past few years

few hours has been observed.

shows that SWIRLS can provide reliable QPF in
weather situations where the advection mechanism

3. MERGING SWIRLS QPF WITH NHM QPF

dominates, such as tropical cyclone cases.
In RAPIDS, hourly precipitation predictions up to 6
2.2 The NHM Component

hours ahead are generated by merging SWIRLS and
NHM QPF.

RAPIDS forecast starting at hour T is

The NWP component employed in RAPIDS is the

generated according to the following steps (with both

Non-hydrostatic Model (NHM) adpated from the

SWIRLS and NHM forecasts re-scaled to a common

Japan Meteorological Agency (Saito et al. 2005).

2-km resolution):

The Hong Kong Observatory has started trial
operation of this model since April 2004 to provide

(a) derive the optimal re-location parameters to

short-range QPF guidance to forecasters.

The

adjust the spatial location of NHM DMO (Direct Model

horizontal resolution is 5 km with 45 terrain-following

Output) H+3 hour rainfall forecast, initialized at hour H

vertical levels.

(H=T-3), with respect to the SWIRLS rainfall analysis

The model domain covers an area of
2

600 x 600 km centred over Hong Kong.

NHM is

at T (section 3.1);

executed every hour to provide 12-hour forecasts.
The initial and boundary fields are obtained from the

(b) apply the re-location parameters to the NHM

Hong

DMO H+4 to H+9 hour QPF;

Kong

Observatory’s

20-km

Regional Spectral Model (ORSM).

Operational
The moisture

species in NHM, including the specific humidity of

(c) verify the previous NHM and SWIRLS QPF

cloud water, rain water, ice, graupel and snow are

forecasts to determine the weighting factors for

initialized by the HKO-LAPS (Local Analysis and

combining the two QPF fields within the 6-hour

Prediction System, adapted from the Forecast

forecast window (section 3.2); and

Systems Laboratory of NOAA) running at the same
(d) compute the RAPIDS QPF according to Equation

horizontal resolution.

(1).
In

the

HKO-LAPS,

various

meteorological

observations are assimilated to produce an objective

3.1 Adjustment of NHM precipitation pattern

3-D analysis of wind, temperature, moisture and cloud
using algorithms discussed in Albers (1995) and
Albers et al. (1996).

Departures in the NHM precipitation forecast

The observations include

patterns in aspects like location, time and intensity are

surface synoptic reports (SYNOP, METAR, BUOY,

compared with respect to the actual radar-rainfall

and automatic weather stations), radiosondes, wind

distribution (i.e. radar-estimated rainfall calibrated

profilers, aircraft measurements, satellite visible

against rain-gauges).

albedo and infra-red brightness temperature from

by an optimal spatial transformation which minimizes

GOES-9, radar reflectivity and Doppler velocity from

the square error of the forecast rainfall field and the

two weather radars in Hong Kong, TREC winds, as

actual rainfall distribution.

well as precipitable water vapour retrieved from

translation is determined from phase-correlation

The spatial misfit is adjusted

A gross optimal spatial

motion techniques using 2-D Fourier transform.

4. OPERATIONAL TRIAL

Further adjustments in shape and orientation of
rainfall patterns are carried out either in projective or

RAPIDS has been put into operational trial since

shape-preserved 2-D rigid transformation (Selinski,

April 2005 (Fig. 3).

1996).

non-linear

the RAPIDS 3-hour rainfall forecast computed at 09

minimization algorithm is employed in minimizing the

HKT 21 June 2005 and valid for 12 HKT the same day.

squared difference between the transformed rainfall

In NHM DMO, a rainband is forecast to be positioned

field against the actual distribution.

south of the coastline.

The

Lavenberg-Marquardt

When the

Figure 4 shows an example of

After applying the re-mapping

optimal mapping is determined, the same set of

algorithm, the rainband is shifted northward to the

mapping parameters is applied to the subsequent

coast, a better match against the observed radar

NHM DMO rainfall forecasts obtained in the same

echoes (Fig. 5a).

model run.

Hong Kong is effectively a summation of the two

The merged rainfall pattern over

rainfall fields (SWIRLS and re-located NHM).
3.2 Blending

Over

areas where the two rainfall fields overlap, the
resultant rainfall is the weighted average determined

The weighting factor for NHM forecast within the

by Equations (1) and (2).

6-hour forecast time-window is given by the formula
below:

Compared with the radar reflectivity at 12 HKT

 β −α 
w2 (T ) = α + 
{1 + tanh[γ (3T − 9)]}
 2 

(2)

where T = 1 to 6 hr, α and β are the values at the

(Fig.5a), the RAPIDS forecast is closer to the actual
observation.

The maximum rainfall intensity over

Hong Kong according to RAPIDS is 30-40 mm/hr, a

lower and upper boundaries respectively (i.e. at T=0

result

consistent

with

the

and T=6), while γ represents the steepness of the

radar-rainfall distribution (Fig. 5b).

observed

hourly

mid-section of the hyperbolic weighting curve.

Figure 2. Weighting of NHM QPF for blending
within the 6-hour forecast time window.
An example of the weighting curve is shown in Fig.
2.

The values α and β are determined by verifying

the rainfall forecasts from NHM and SWIRLS against
the hourly radar-rainfall analysis.

Both spatial and

intensity errors are taken into account in the
verification process.

Figure 3. A web-based interface showing RAPIDS
products. Columns from left to right: SWIRLS QPF,
NHM
DMO,
re-located
NHM
(projective
transformation),
re-located
NHM
(rigid
transformation),
RAPIDS
QPF
(projective
transformation), RAPIDS QPF (rigid transformation)
and validating radar image.

(a)

(d)
Figure 4. RAPIDS rainfall forecast valid at 12 HKT
21 June 2005: (a) 3 hr forecast from SWIRLS; (b)
NHM 6 hr forecast initialized at 06 HKT; (c)
re-located NHM forecast; and (d) the combined
RAPIDS rainfall forecast merging (a) and (c).

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT
The

RAPIDS,

incorporating

conventional

advection-based nowcasting techniques and NWP
modeling, is now under trial operation at the Hong
(b)

Kong Observatory.

Results of selected rainstorm

cases show that the new system has very good
performance in forecasting rainstorms in the very
short-range.

A

systematic

evaluation

of

the

performance of the RAPIDS using more severe
rainstorm

cases

is

now

underway.

Planned

enhancements and fine-tuning of the RAPIDS include
the inclusion of a growth and decay process in the
extrapolation

component,

a

smarter

pattern

recognition algorithm for adjusting the location of the
rainfall areas as provided by the NHM, and an
advanced post-processing algorithm for correlating
(c)

non-linearly the RAPIDS QPF intensity with actual
observations.
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Figure 5. (a) 3-km CAPPI radar reflectivity at 12
HKT 21 June 2005; (b) hourly rainfall (combined
analysis from radar and rain-gauge) over Hong
Kong ending at 12 HKT 21 June 2005.

The

1996:

study

and

adaptation.

Comments on the manuscript by Mr. K.H. Yeung and
Dr. M.C. Wong are much appreciated.
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